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Sagging is a manner of wearing trousers or jeans which sag so that the top of the trousers or jeans are
significantly below the waist, sometimes revealing much of the underwear.. Sagging is predominantly a male
fashion. Women's wearing of low-rise jeans to reveal their G-string underwear (the "whale tail") is not
generally described as sagging. A person wearing sagging trousers is sometimes ...
Sagging (fashion) - Wikipedia
Wearing underwear as outerwear is a fashion trend.Current examples include the display of thongs and bras
in women's clothing, and the display of underpants under low-slung pants in men. As of 2009, the visible
wearing of corsets had become fashionable, popularized by stage performers such as Lady Gaga and
Rihanna.. The idea of underwear as outerwear is part of the deconstruction of trends ...
Underwear as outerwear - Wikipedia
POWER YOUR FASHION DESIGNS WITH DIGITAL FASHION PRO. Digital Fashion Pro 9 Is The All-In-One
Complete CAD Fashion Design Software System for designing your own clothing line & creating professional
fashion sketches. Digital Fashion Pro is used by countless of professional fashion designers, fashion labels,
clothing lines, fashion design teachers, aspiring designers & beginners.
CAD Fashion Design Software | Digital Fashion Pro
Visit Glamour.com for the latest new fashion trends, outfit ideas, celebrity style, designer news and runway
looks.
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